
       
           

  

                              
                      
                      
                          
             

         

                          
                    
                  
          

                          
                        
                          
       

                          
                    
                              
            

                          
     

                              
                
  

                          
                    
   

                          
                    
                              
        

  

Danish Legal Tech Landscape — 2024 Report
Prepared by Filippo Castorio in collaboration with Copenhagen Legal Tech

Summary

The legal tech scene in Denmark has seen noteworthy growth and innovation over the past
five years (Karnov Group 2023). Legal professionals and businesses are increasingly
turning to technology to streamline their operations, boost productivity, and ensure
compliance with evolving regulations. This report offers an overview of key categories in
the legal tech sector, highlighting notable companies and solutions emerging in Denmark.

Several trends are anticipated in the coming period:

1. Greater Integration with Other Tools: Legal tech companies are incorporating their
solutions with other business applications, like ERP (enterprise resource planning)
and CRM (customer relationship management) systems. This integration simplifies
the management of legal processes and data for businesses.

2. Expansion into New Markets: Legal tech companies are extending their influence
into new markets, both domestically and internationally. This expansion is fuelled by
the rising demand for legal services in emerging markets and a growing awareness
of the advantages of legal tech.

3. Rise of Legal Marketplaces: Legal marketplaces are online platforms that connect
businesses and individuals with lawyers and other legal professionals. These
platforms can make it easier and more affordable to find legal services, and they can
also help law firms reach a wider audience of potential clients.

Beyond these trends, several other noteworthy developments are on the horizon in the
Danish legal tech space:

● Artificial Intelligence (AI) Integration: AI's role in legal tech will continue to grow,
automating tasks, improving decision-making, and offering personalised legal
advice.

● Growing Significance of Data Analytics: Data analytics will become more crucial
for legal professionals, aiding in pattern identification, outcome prediction, and
informed decision-making.

● Growing Importance of Cybersecurity: As law firms and legal departments rely
more on technology, cybersecurity is becoming increasingly important. Law firms
need to protect their data from cyberattacks, and they also need to ensure that their
systems are compliant with data privacy regulations.
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Bonus: The changing role of lawyers
As technology continues to automate tasks that were once performed by lawyers, the role
of lawyers is likely to change. Lawyers will need to develop new skills and expertise to
compete in the changing legal landscape. These skills include proficiency in legal research,
presentation software, collaborative design tools, project management, and the basics of
coding. In addition, understanding AI and prompting techniques is essential for the effective
utilisation of AI tools. These skills are crucial for staying competitive in a technology-driven
legal landscape. The integration of legal tech tools and skills is not only about efficiency,
but also about adapting to the evolving demands of the legal profession. The ability to
combine legal expertise with technological proficiency is becoming increasingly
indispensable for future lawyers. (Alexandra Andhov 2023)

Copenhagen Legal/Tech Lab - University of Copenhagen, Faculty of Law

“The journey has already started: transitioning from physical to digital formats to help
modernise and simplify workflows.”

Legal Tech stands as a transformative force, dedicated to enhancing and streamlining legal
services and processes. The surge in demand reflects an urgent need to automate repetitive
tasks, from crafting standard documents to facilitating legal searches and presenting
information to stakeholders and courts. This concerted effort significantly amplifies the
overall efficiency of legal practices.

Crucially, Legal Tech spearheads a strategic shift toward digitalization in the Nordic legal
industries. This transition isn't merely about converting physical documents to digital
formats; it's a conscientious endeavour to simplify workflows, making legal data more
accessible, shareable, and searchable.

The ongoing journey encompasses a pivotal embrace of machine learning and artificial
intelligence (AI) in Legal Tech, empowering the tackling of more sophisticated tasks such as
predictions, analytics, and the automation of intricate legal processes. From discerning
trends to foreseeing litigation outcomes and aiding decision-making, these technologies
represent a quantum leap in the capabilities of legal professionals.

In essence, Legal Tech stands at the forefront of modernising legal practices by
incorporating technological advancements. It not only bolsters efficiency but also
revolutionises how legal professionals manage client relations, communicate, and handle
data. These groundbreaking developments equip legal experts to navigate an increasingly
volatile world with unparalleled agility and informed decision-making.

It is not an easy and seamless task to change the way you work and think – but it is a
necessity, and it can be done.

Dorte Carlsson - CEO Copenhagen Legal Tech
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Document Management & Automation
Document Management and Automation refers to the use of software and technology
solutions to efficiently handle, organise, store, and automate the creation and management
of legal documents within law firms, legal departments, and other legal settings. This
aspect of legal tech is crucial for streamlining workflow processes, reducing administrative
burdens, enhancing document security, and ensuring compliance with various legal
requirements.

Company Description

Karva Karva is a document management system (DMS) that helps businesses
manage their legal documents from creation to archiving. Karva's DMS
is based on cloud technology, which makes it easy to access and
collaborate on documents from anywhere.

Penneo Penneo is a contract management platform that helps businesses
automate their contract lifecycle management (CLM) processes.
Penneo's CLM platform includes features for creating, managing, and
signing contracts.

Dot Legal Dot Legal is a legal tech company that provides various legal services to
businesses and individuals. Dot Legal's services include legal advice,
contract review, and document drafting.

Pingo Documents Pingo Documents is a document automation platform that helps
businesses automate the creation of legal documents. Pingo
Documents' platform includes features for creating templates, merging
data, and generating documents.
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VisioDocs Visiodocs is an all-in-one collaborative platform simplifying legal case
preparation and eBundles. Visiodocs provides ultimate overview in case
materials and helps law practitioners organize, analyze and present
case materials.

Dokument 24 Dokument 24 is a legal tech company that provides various legal
services to businesses and individuals. Dokument 24's services include
legal advice, contract review, and document drafting.

AddoSign AddoSign is a digital signature platform that helps businesses and
individuals sign documents electronically. AddoSign's platform is
compliant with eIDAS, which means that it can be used to sign
documents that are legally binding in all EU member states.

ClearDox ClearDox is a contract management platform that helps businesses
automate their contract lifecycle management (CLM) processes.
ClearDox's CLM platform includes features for creating, managing, and
signing contracts.

Legal Desk Legal Desk is a legal tech company that provides various legal services
to businesses and individuals. Legal Desk's services include legal
advice, contract review, and document drafting.

Documendo Documendo is a document management platform (DMS) that helps
businesses manage their legal documents from creation to archiving.
Documendo's DMS is based on cloud technology, which makes it easy
to access and collaborate on documents from anywhere.

Contractbook Contractbook is a contract management platform that helps businesses
manage and automate their contract lifecycle management (CLM)
processes. Contractbook's CLM platform includes features for creating,
managing, and signing contracts.

LegalUp LegalUp simplifies document creation, review, and management
processes.

4



                    
                
                      
   

   
                  
                      
                        
                  
                      
   

    

                      
         

                      
     

                      
           

    
                        
                        
                            
                        
                    
     

  

DocumentDrafter Document Drafter simplifies the creation of legal and commercial
documents through a user-friendly questionnaire, eliminating the need
for coding and allowing for a more flexible and efficient document
preparation process.

Computational Documents
Computational document companies provide technology solutions for creating, managing,
and automating dynamic legal documents. These documents are designed to adapt,
update, and generate content based on predefined rules, data inputs, or changing
circumstances. Computational documents are transforming legal practices by improving
document accuracy, efficiency, and consistency while reducing the need for manual
document revisions.

Company Description

Juristic Juristic uses visual representations of legal concepts and processes. It
automates document review, contract negotiation, and legal research.

Hypercontracts Hypercontracts is a contract automation platform that uses AI to
generate and manage contracts.

OptiLegal OptiLegal provides a private knowledge platform and a digital legal
clause library built by scanning through templates based on NLP.

Online Dispute Tools
Online Dispute Tools, also known as Online Dispute Resolution (ODR) platforms, leverage
technology to provide efficient and accessible methods for resolving disputes without the
need for traditional in-person legal proceedings. These tools can be used to resolve various
types of disputes, including consumer disputes, commercial disputes and more. These Tools
encompass a range of dispute resolution methods, including mediation, arbitration,
negotiation, and facilitated dialogue.
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Company Description

Disputs Disputs is an online dispute resolution (ODR) platform that helps
parties resolve disputes without going to court.

Ipractitioner.info Practitioner.io is focused on supporting the investigative aspects of
legal practice and provides tools tailormade for forensic data
visualisation and analytics. Its primary focus is on insolvency-related
data analytics.

Digura Digura assists tenants with rent-related issues and aligns with the
broader goal of providing accessible and affordable legal services.
DIGURA empowers tenants to make informed decisions about their
rental agreements and potentially seek further legal recourse if
necessary.

SmallClaims SmallClaims is a Danish online small claims court that provides a quick
and easy way to resolve disputes with claims of up to DKK 50,000.

Flyhjælp The following are Danish flight compensation companies that help
Flypenge passengers claim compensation for flight cancellations, delays, and
Danskrejsehjælp overbooking.
Rejseforsinkelse
.dk
Forsinketfly.dk
Flyjura

Legal Research & Education
Legal Research tools are software applications or platforms designed to assist legal
professionals, including lawyers, paralegals, and researchers, in conducting comprehensive
and efficient legal research. These tools leverage technology to access, analyse, and
organise vast volumes of legal information, statutes, case law, regulations, and other legal
resources.
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Legal Education Tools offer courses, webinars, and educational content on various legal
topics. They provide a flexible and accessible way for legal professionals and students to
enhance their knowledge and skills.

Company Description

eLov eLov is a Danish online legal information service that provides
access to Danish laws, regulations, and court decisions.

Karnov Karnov delivers a range of solutions that encompass legal research,
document management, legal training, and practice management
tools.

Pandektes Pandektes provided in-depth and precise legal knowledge. Users
can pose questions about legislation, legal precedents, and more to
the AI assistant.

ADVOkurser.dk ADVOkurser.dk is an online platform that provides convenient and
accessible continuing legal education (CLE) courses for lawyers and
legal professionals in Denmark.

Business Operations and Asset Management
Business Operations and Asset Management tools are software solutions and technologies
designed to assist organisations, including law firms, legal departments, and businesses, in
efficiently managing their operational processes and assets while ensuring compliance with
legal requirements.
These tools facilitate the tracking and management of physical and digital assets, such as
equipment, intellectual property, and real estate. They may include features for asset
inventory, depreciation calculations, and maintenance scheduling. They may integrate
financial management features, including accounting, budgeting, and expense tracking.

Company Description

Rightly Rightly is an IP management platform
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DCRsolutions
DCRsolutions offers solutions for document creation and
management, streamlining legal workflows.

Estaid
Estaid focuses on estate planning and digital solutions for managing
assets.

PV - Plougmann
Vingtoft

PV - Plougmann Vingtoft is a legal tech firm that specialises in
intellectual property and legal services.

2people
2people provides legal tech solutions for HR and workforce
management.

Billigselskab
Billigselskab facilitates swift and cost-effective business startups.
Billigselskab expedites the business initiation process, providing
trusted support to entrepreneurs.

Resights

Resights provides a comprehensive data platform for accessing
information on properties, businesses, and individuals. Resights is
utilised by various professionals, including lawyers, architects,
investors, brokers, and project developers.

Performativ
Performativ provides legal tech solutions for legal performance
management and analytics.

Junu.io
Junu.io offers a solution that enables real-time insights into various
aspects of a law firm's operations, including financial data, client
management, matter tracking, and employee performance.

Case Management
Case Management tools in the legal tech landscape are software solutions designed to
assist law firms, legal departments, and professionals in efficiently managing and
organising their legal cases, matters, and client information. Case Management tools serve
as centralised repositories for case-related information. They allow legal professionals to
store and organise client data, case details, documents, emails, notes, and communications
in one location, ensuring easy access and retrieval when needed.
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Company Description

Abakion Abakion specialises in comprehensive business solutions leveraging
Microsoft technologies, including ERP, CRM, and BI.

Ante Ante is a legal knowledge platform designed to simplify the
organisation of legal information and expedite the resolution of
legal tasks.

Lexly Lexly is a legal assistance platform. Lexly provides centralised legal
management.

Proceedy Proceedy is a cloud-based case management platform that provides
a centralised repository for case-related information, enabling
efficient collaboration and case management.

BELLA BELLA ("Bankruptcy Estate Lawyer's Legal Assistant") provides
estate lawyers with an efficient way of managing bankruptcy cases,
from asset management through documentation and task handling.

UNIK Unik offers digital solutions for property management including a
case management system and a comprehensive software solution
designed for property and housing management.

Debbie Debbie is a comprehensive recovery platform that automates and
streamlines the debt recovery process.

Likvido Likvido is a comprehensive solution for debtor management that
automates processes from quick payment registration to friendly
reminders and efficient debt collection.

Legatize Legatize is a digital solution designed to simplify the preparation
and presentation of court cases, offering a single platform for
document management, collaboration, and court presentations.

VisioDocs Visiodocs is an all-in-one collaborative platform simplifying legal
case preparation and eBundles. Visiodocs provides ultimate
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overview in case materials and helps law practitioners organize,
analyze and present case materials.

Reg Tech
RegTech, short for Regulatory Technology, refers to the use of technology, including
software and data analytics, to help organisations in various industries comply with
regulatory requirements efficiently and effectively. RegTech tools automate compliance
processes by continuously monitoring changes in laws and regulations. These tools provide
updates and alerts, ensuring legal professionals stay informed about regulatory changes
that may affect their clients or operations. In addition, RegTech platforms assist in
generating compliance reports and maintaining detailed records of regulatory activities.

Company Brief Description

Meo Meo Identity is a cloud-based KYC solution providing identity
verification for Anti-Money Laundering (AML) and GDPR compliance.

Walor Walor offers an all-in-one whistleblowing solution for businesses
aiming to minimise risks. It provides a digital and secure platform for
anonymous reporting of wrongdoing, emphasising privacy and
security.

Legal It Legal It is a RegTech company specialising in software solutions for
GDPR, InfoSec, and compliance automation.

Negate
(formerly
MAPGROUP)

Negate is a RegTech company providing an AI-powered platform for
preventing economic crime, offering a profiling solution for
onboarding, KYC, EDD, and fraud detection.

Judico Judico delivers proactive compliance with an unobtrusive policy and
early warning portal. It checks, highlights, and guides employees
toward prescribed conduct, ensuring proactive compliance.
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WULT WULT provides a real-time data compliance automation platform. It
offers real-time risk detection, automated data mapping, and vendor
management.

Whistleblower Whistleblower is a RegTech company that provides a platform for
employees to report wrongdoing anonymously and securely.

CryptoSkat CryptoSkat is a RegTech company that provides tax reporting
solutions for cryptocurrency transactions.

Avallone Avallone focuses on KYC (Know Your Customer) software and
services, offering legal entity management, enhanced collaboration, a
secure officer vault, and intelligent KYC collection.

Gan Integrity GAN Integrity Inc. is a company that provides the Integrity Platform, a
comprehensive and integrated risk and compliance management
platform.

Whistle Tools The company offers guidance and support for implementing and
managing whistleblower schemes within organisations.

Complyon Complyon is a governance, risk, and compliance management
software designed to streamline and enhance compliance processes
for businesses.

Visma - Creditro Visma-Creditro is a leading provider of regulatory technology
solutions that focus on streamlining and enhancing KYC procedures
for businesses.

Schultz.dk Schultz offers digital solutions that facilitate specifically targeting the
public sector, municipalities, and businesses. Their products are
designed to improve legal information access, decision-making
support for businesses, and the quality of case handling,

CO:PLI CO:PLI is designed as a compliance co-pilot, specifically for marketing
content. It allows users to upload their marketing materials for a quick
compliance review, offering instant, actionable feedback to ensure all
content meets regulatory standards.
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Data & Privacy Tools
Data & Privacy Tools are solutions designed to assist businesses and organisations in
managing and ensuring compliance with data protection and privacy regulations. These
tools are essential in today's digital age, where data privacy has become a significant
concern, and legal requirements related to data protection have become more stringent.
These tools help businesses understand and comply with data protection laws such as the
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) in the European Union. They guide what data
can be collected, how it should be processed, and how long it can be retained.

Company Description

ComplyCloud ComplyCloud provides a cloud-based platform for managing data
privacy compliance, including data mapping, risk assessment, and
incident response.

.legal .legal provides a platform for generating and managing legal
documents related to data privacy, such as privacy policies and
data processing agreements.

Cookiebot Cookiebot provides a cookie consent management platform that
helps websites comply with cookie regulations, such as the
GDPR.

Promentek Promentek provides GAP analysis to education Promentek
ensures GDPR and ISO27001 compliance. Their courses cover
VeriSM, ISO27001, GDPR, and emerging technologies like AI and
Blockchain.

Wired Relations Wired Relations offers a privacy tool, Policy Manager, for GDPR
and InfoSec Management, that ensures trustworthy and efficient
privacy management.

RISMA RISMA offers an integrated Governance, Risk, and Compliance
(GRC) platform to streamline compliance, risk management, and
controls across organisations. It provides a solution for GDPR
compliance, Information Security Management System (ISMS),
and risk management.
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Sixtus Sixtus offers advisory services focusing on GDPR compliance. As
an external Data Protection Officer (DPO), the company provides
legal counsel, conducts Transfer Impact Assessments, and
ensures compliance with GDPR requirements.

Lexoforms Lexoforms specialises in helping small and medium-sized
businesses document GDPR compliance.

Nuepart (NorthGRC) NorthGRC offers a comprehensive Governance, Risk, and
Compliance (GRC) platform designed to streamline and connect
compliance. Key features include integrated risk management,
holistic compliance oversight, improved operational efficiency, and
scalability.

PLESNER PLESNER is a law firm that provides data privacy solutions,
including compliance consulting and legal representation.

Openli Openli is a platform designed to scale GDPR and privacy efforts
for businesses.

Ilas Ilas offers users insights into the potential outcomes of criminal
cases. By answering a series of questions, ilas calculates and
provides users with a statistical forecast of the punishment they
might expect, as well as what they should not anticipate.

LegalUp LegalUp leverages digital tools and on-demand specialist advice
to provide data-driven insights and solutions to businesses. This
includes GDPR compliance.
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